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SOME QUESTIONS CONCERNING BOSE�EINSTEINCORRELATIONS IN MULTIPLE PARTICLEPRODUCTION PROCESSES�K. ZalewskiM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, PolandandInstitute of Nulear Physis, Kawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Polande-mail: zalewski�th.if.uj.edu.pl(Reeived Otober 2, 2001)Most models of Bose-Einstein orrelations in multiple partile produ-tion proesses an be asribed to one of the following three broad lasses:models based on the original idea of the Goldhabers, Lee and Pais, hydro-dynami models and string models. We present for disussion some basiquestions onerning eah of these lasses of models.PACS numbers: 13.65.+i 1. IntrodutionSine the pioneering work of Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee and Pais, pub-lished over forty years ago [1℄ and known as the GGLP model, Bose�Einsteinorrelations in multiple partile prodution proesses have been studied inhundreds of papers. Many referenes an be found in the reent review ar-tiles [2℄ and [3℄. These orrelations have been popular in partiular for tworeasons. They give impressive bumps in two-partile and many partile dis-tributions and, if the regime of Einstein's ondensation an be reahed, thereare even more spetaular phenomena waiting to be disovered [4�7℄. Whatis more, Bose�Einstein orrelations are believed to yield important informa-tion, whih seems hard, if not impossible, to obtain by other means. Theyhave been used to �nd the sizes and shapes of the regions where hadrons areprodued, as well as to obtain detailed information about the evolution intime of the hadron prodution proesses (see the reviews [2, 3℄).� Presented at the XLI Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,June 2�11, 2001. (3983)



3984 K. ZalewskiThere is little, doubt, however, that the problem is hard. As an exampleof a septial opinion let me quote one of the reators of this �eld of researh,G. Goldhaber, who said at the Marburg onferene in 1990: �What is learis that we have been working on this e�et for thirty years. What is notas lear is that we have ome muh loser to a preise understanding of thee�et�. Everybody agrees that the GGLP paper was very important andvarious extensions of the model proposed there are still being used. Thereare, however, other approahes. The GGLP model ontains stati souresof partiles. In the more reent �hydrodynami� models the �ow of thesoures is of great importane. Another very promising approah are stringmodels, where the random phase assumption used in previous models is notneessary and the desription looks loser to QCD.In the present paper we will haraterize the GGLP models, the hy-drodynami models and the string models, stressing in eah ase open andpotentially important problems.2. GGLP modelsLet us onsider two idential bosons, e.g. two �+ mesons, reated: oneat point ~r1 and the other at point ~r2. If the two bosons were distinguishable,a rude approximation for the probability amplitude of observing both ofthem at point ~r ould beAD = ei�1+i~p1�(~r�~r1) ei�1+i~p2�(~r�~r2) : (1)Here the interation between the two bosons is negleted, so that the two-partile amplitude is a produt of single partile amplitudes. Only the phasefators are kept and eah phase is the sum of the phase obtained by the bosonat birth and of the phase aquired while propagating with given momentumfrom the birth point to point ~r.For idential bosons, however, this amplitude has not the right symmetrywith respet to the exhange of the two bosons and the least one must do is tosymmetrize it. Thus for idential bosons the orresponding approximation isA = 1p2 ei(�1+�2)+i(~p1+~p2)�~r �e�i(~p1�~r1+~p2�~r2) + e�i(~p2�~r1+~p1�~r2)� : (2)The probability distribution for momenta is proportional tojAj2 = 1 + os ((~p1 � ~p2) � (~r1 � ~r2)) : (3)



Some Questions Conerning Bose�Einstein : : : 3985In order to make use of this expression it is neessary to average it overthe non measured prodution points ~r1; ~r2. In the GGLP paper the averag-ing was over the spae distribution of soures �(~r1;R)�(~r2;R), where R isa parameter with dimension length, whih was interpreted as the radius ofthe prodution region. Various generalizations, modi�ations and extensionsfollowed, but let us use this simple variant to make some general remarks.In the GGLP model the distribution for pairs of partile momenta de-pends only on the momentum di�erene ~q = ~p1 � ~p2. This is in violentontradition with the data, but GGLP found a lever way out. The distri-bution for the unsymmetrized amplitude is �at. Therefore, the result anbe just as well interpreted as a predition for the ratio of the atual momen-tum distribution to the distribution for distinguishable bosons. Further wedenote this ratio by R(~p1; ~p2)R(~p1; ~p2) = jA(~p1; ~p2)j2jAD(~p1; ~p2)j2 : (4)Now the momentum distribution is not assumed to be independent of thesum of the momenta. It is enough to make the muh weaker and morereasonable assumption that the dependene on this sum an be fatoredout and anels in the ratio. A well known di�ulty with this approah isthat the distribution for distinguishable �+-s, say, annot be obtained fromexperimental data without further assumptions. GGLP assumed that thedistribution for �+�� pairs an be used instead. There have been manyother proposals (f. e.g. [8℄ and referenes ontained there), but none is fullysatisfatory.For any nonsingular averaging proess the average osine must be loseto one for j~qj � 0 and very small for large values of j~qj. Therefore, theratio R(~p1; ~p2) dereases, though not neessarily monotonially, from valueslose to two for small values of j~qj to values lose to one for large valuesof j~qj. This gives the harateristi bump in R(~p1; ~p2) for small values of ~q 2.If R is the only dimensional parameter available, the width of this bumpmust, for simple dimensional reasons, be proportional to R�2. Thus, themain qualitative results of GGLP are muh more general than their spei�hoies of the weight funtions �(~r;R). Nevertheless, they are not quitegeneral.It is well known from optis that, whether photons bunh or not, dependson the type of soure and not only on the fat that they are bosons. Pho-tons an antibunh just as well. In order to illustrate this point within theGGLP type models, let us assume that the amplitude A has an additionalfator, whih equals one, if the produt (~r1�~r2)(~p1�~p2) > 0 and minus one



3986 K. Zalewskiotherwise. This fator hanges sign, when the momenta of the two bosonsare exhanged. Therefore, the squared modulus of the properly symmetrizedprodution amplitude isjAj2 = 1� os ((~p1 � ~p2) � (~r1 � ~r2)) ; (5)and we get a hole instead of the bump in the small ~q 2 region. Admittedlythis model is not realisti. Its purpose is only to indiate a possibility. Thismay be interesting in view of the LEP results onerning Bose�Einstein or-relations in e+e� annihilations, where twoW bosons are simultaneously pro-dued. It seems that idential pions originating from the deay of a singleWexhibit the usual bump attributed to Bose�Einstein orrelations, while theseorrelations are absent, or very weak, for pairs of idential pions, when eahpion originates from a di�erent W [9�11℄. In the GGLP model the bumpresults from the assumptions that pion pairs produed in di�erent pairs ofpoints add inoherently. Mild modi�ations of this assumption [2, 3℄ ana�et the size of the bump, but do not eliminate it. It would be interestingto hek, whether the GGLP assumptions ould be modi�ed so as to preditthe bump for some, but not for all pairs of idential mesons produed ina multiple partile prodution event.3. Hydrodynami modelsIt is not possible to express the ratio R(~p; ~p 0) in terms of the single par-tile momentum distributions. In the hydrodynami models, as well as inGGLP models, one makes, however, an assumption, whih makes it possibleto express this ratio in terms of the diagonal and o�-diagonal terms of thesingle partile density matrix in the momentum representation. It is on-venient to formulate the hydrodynami models in terms of soure funtionsS(X;K). The soure funtion [12,13℄ is related to the single partile densitymatrix in the momentum representation by the formula�(~p; ~p 0) = Z eiqXS(X;K) d4X : (6)In this formula K = 12 �p+ p0� ; q = p� p0: (7)Here K; q; p; p0 are four-vetors, but in order to alulate the density matrix,we need only their values orresponding to the momenta p; p0 being on theirmass shells. X is an integration variable, whih is assoiated with the po-sition of the soures in spae-time. The physial interpretation of X maybe helpful, when trying to �nd the soure funtion. It is irrelevant for thealulation of the density matrix, one the soure funtion is known.



Some Questions Conerning Bose�Einstein : : : 3987There is an in�nity of di�erent soure funtions, whih all give the samedensity matrix and onsequently the same preditions for the ratio R(~p; ~p 0).For instane, one ould putS(X;K) = W ( ~X; ~K) Æ(X0) ; (8)where W ( ~X; ~K) is the well-know Wigner funtion satisfying the relation�(~p; ~p 0) = Z e�i~q� ~XW ( ~X; ~K)d3X (9)and ~X = 12 �~x+ ~x0� : (10)This soure funtion gives the orret density matrix by onstrution, but itorresponds to a most unlikely senario, where all the partiles are reatedsimultaneously at X0 = 0. Sine our aim is to �nd the orret densitymatrix, this soure funtion would be �ne, in spite of the unlikely physialpiture attahed to it. The problem is, however, that �nding the Wignerfuntion is not any easier than �nding the density matrix in the momentumrepresentation. The hope is that using a soure funtion, whih orrespondsto a plausible senario for the prodution proess, we will be able to usemore e�iently what we know about partile prodution in order to �nd thesoure funtion.As an example of this approah let us onsider the model reviewed in [2℄.The soure funtion is postulated in the formS(x;K) = CmT osh(y � �) exp "mT osh y osh �t � r�1T xKT sinh �tT #� exp �� r2T2R2 � �22(��)2 � (� � �0)22(��)2 � : (11)In this formula� = 12 log t+ zt� z ; �t = �f rTR ; � = pt2 � z2 ;m2T = m2 + ~K2T ; r2T = ~x2T ; (12)z is parallel to xk and ~x is parallel to ~K. The soure funtion depends on sixfree parameters (R;T; �f ;��; �0;��) and, moreover, ontains the normal-ization onstant C, but eah piee of the soure funtion has a lear physialinterpretation. Therefore, �xing these parameters from the data yields di-retly interesting physial information. We will illustrate this important



3988 K. Zalewskipoint using a �t to the NA49 data on Pb�Pb sattering at 158 GeV/ pernuleon [2℄. The parameter R is the transverse radius of the tube, fromwhih the �nal hadrons are emitted. The result R � 7 fm is about twie theradius resulting from from the known radii of the lead nulei. This is evi-dene for a signi�ant transverse expansion, before most of the hadrons areprodued. The parameter �f governs the transverse rapidity of the soures.The value obtained �f � 0:35 orresponds to transverse veloities reahingthe veloity of sound in the plasma (1/3), whih looks very reasonable. Theparameter T ours as the temperature in a Boltzmann type fator. Its �t-ted value T � 130 fm is signi�antly lower than the temperatures obtained,when �tting the hemial omposition of the �nal state hadrons, whih in-diates that during the expansion the stu� ools down. Another interestingomparison is that of the �tted values �0 � 9 fm and �� � 1:5 fm. Theparameter �0 is the typial time between the moment of ollision and themoment, when a hadron is produed. The parameter �� is the duration ofthe time, when hadrons are produed. The fat that �0 � �� means thatall the hadrons are produed in a short time interval after a relatively longinubation time. Unfortunately, as stated by the authors [2℄, the parameter�� is poorly onstrained by the data, so that this onlusion is not as solidas the others.As seen from this example, given a model one an obtain from the datamuh important information. An open problem is, however, how stable arethese onlusions when models hange. As seen from the expression of thesoure funtion in terms of the Wigner funtion, one an �t perfetly thedata assuming that all the partiles are produed exatly simultaneously.It is just as easy to get a perfet �t assuming that the partiles are pro-dued only on the surfae of a sphere, or only on the surfae of a ube.These alternative models are so implausible physially that there is littledoubt they should be disarded. The question is, however, how many phys-ially plausible models an �t the data, while giving ompletely di�erentdesriptions of the hadronization proess?4. String pitureThe string model for Bose�Einstein orrelations [14�16℄ has not yet beendeveloped to the point, where it ould be ompared quantitatively with thedata. It is, however, muh more ambitious than the models desribed above.Instead of phenomenologial assumptions about soures and inoherene, itgives a well de�ned amplitude for the prodution of partiles with momenta~p1; : : : ; ~pn. This amplitude is a plausible approximation to QCD. We willonsider only the 1+1 dimensional version of the string model, whih seemsto ontain all the main ingredients of this approah, while it is muh simpler



Some Questions Conerning Bose�Einstein : : : 3989than the 3+1 dimensional version. In fat the 1+1 dimensional model hasbeen reently analytially diagonalized [17℄, though in the version withoutthe Bose�Einstein orrelations.Let us onsider a �nal state onsisting of hadrons with momenta p1; : : : pn.To this �nal state the model asribes a polygon in the (z; t) plane. The sidesof this polygon are the trajetories of the various partons existing betweenthe moment of e+e� annihilation and the moments, when the hadrons areformed. The partons are onsidered massless and moving with the veloityof light, therefore the sides of the the polygon form angles �45Æ with thet and z axes. Let us put the e+e� annihilation point at the origin of theoordinate system. At this point two partons, a quark and an antiquark,are formed �ying along the z axis, away from eah other. Their trajetoriesform the �rst two sides of the polygon, both starting at the origin, one goingto the right and upwards, the other going to the left and upwards. Thepartons are end points of a olour-string. Thus the string sweeps the surfaeof the polygon. The energy of the string E is onneted to its length L bythe formula E = �L, where � is a onstant known as the string tension.Thus, while the quark and the antiquark �y away from eah other and thestring expands, there is a fore reduing the energy of the two partons and�nally the diretions of their motions get reversed starting another pair ofthe sides of the polygon. In the meantime the string at any point betweenthe endpoints an break produing a quark and an antiquark, whih formanother pair of sides of the polygon. Sine any segment of the string hasa quark at one end and an antiquark at the other, it is easily heked that,exept for the original two partons, all the quarks �y in one diretion and allthe antiquarks in the other. From time to time a quark meets and antiquark.Then the two form a hadron with two-momentum equal to the sum of thetwo-momenta of the two meeting partons. Thus the polygon ontains thefollowing elements: the vertex at the origin, two turning points of the originalpartons, n verties, where the n hadrons were formed and n � 1 verties,where the string broke. One �nds that the two-momentum of a hadron isdetermined by and determines the lengths of the two sides of the polygonadjaent to the vertex where the hadron was formed.The probability amplitude for produing the state (p1; : : : ; pn) dependson the area A of the polygonM(p1; : : : ; pn) � ei�A: (13)The imaginary part of �, ib, gives the probability distribution well-knownfrom the LUND model jM(p1; : : : ; pn)j2 � e�bA: (14)



3990 K. ZalewskiThe imaginary part, believed to be lose to the string tension �, is importantfor the desription of the Bose�Einstein orrelations. In order to desribethese Bose�Einstein orrelations the amplitude (13) is symmetrized verymuh like in the GGLP approah and a qualitatively satisfatory desrip-tion of the orrelations is obtained. Sine, however, the amplitude beingsymmetrized is not the GGLP one, there are some signi�ant new points.Symmetrization means summing over all the permutations of identialhadrons. Let us onentrate on an exhange of two �+ mesons. Eah ofthem is produed at some hadronization vertex of the polygon. In order toperform the exhange, one has to ut o� the two pioni verties together withtheir adjaent sides of the polygon and to glue them bak, pion one in theposition of pion two and pion two in the position of pion one, so as to obtainagain a losed polygon. The new polygon has in general a di�erent areaA0 6= A. If the new area is muh larger than the area before the exhange, theontribution from the interferene with the permuted amplitude is negligible.One reason, familiar from the GGLP model, is that the relative phase isa rapidly varying funtion of momentum. The new fat is, however, that themodulus of the permuted amplitude is additionally suppressed by the fatore(b=2) (A�A0). In order to obtain small hanges of the area, it is advantageousto exhange pions, whih are lose to eah other ounting along the perimeterof the polygon, or equivalently, whih have similar momenta. This is thereason for the familiar bump for p1 � p2.Let us quote two interesting qualitative preditions of this model. Thereshould be a di�erene between the Bose�Einstein orrelations for pairs ofharged pions, say �+�+, and orresponding orrelations for pairs of neutralpions. The reason is that two �0-s an be formed at two adjaent hadroni-sation verties of the polygon, while two �+-s annot. There should also bea di�erene between the Bose�Einstein orrelations for pairs of mesons orig-inating from the same string and pairs of mesons originating from di�erentstrings. For the latter situation the present model is learly not appliable.It has been suggested ( [18℄ and referenes quoted there) that perhaps thereare no orrelations between mesons from di�erent strings, whih would ex-plain the observations of Bose�Einstein orrelations for pions from deays ofpairs of W bosons.An interesting question raised by Bowler is the relation of the stringmodel to the GGLP model. Bowler proposed [19℄ a model losely relatedto the GGLP model, whih looks very similar to the string model and, a-ording to Bowler, gives also very similar preditions. The model used byBowler ontains a distribution of soures, whih depends not only on spae-time points, as in the GGLP paper, but also on the momenta of the pro-dued partiles. Suh models have beome popular after the work Yano andKoonin [20℄ and are sometimes alled Yano Koonin models. It is not lear,
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